ONE NIGHT ULTIMATE ALIEN RULES

What You Need (Play As You Learn)
Everything from the Original One Night Ultimate Rules
- Alien Werewolf Cards
- Alien Role Tokens & Number Tokens

The Game is played similar to the Original One Night Ultimate Werewolf except for 3 elements:
1. Roles include Aliens instead of Werewolves.
2. Some roles have dynamic actions which are different each game.
   The app will tell you exactly what to do so listen carefully.
3. Ripples are added to the game which is a special event that happens at the end of the night.
   The app will tell you if there has been a ripple and exactly what the player(s) gain or lose.

Read the roles on the cards carefully.

Here’s a full description of the extra elements and what these do exactly:
1. The Aliens are the ones that villagers are trying to catch but it’s getting harder:

   As opposed to the Werewolves, the Aliens live complicated lives and are no longer straightforward. There are more Aliens in the game but 3 of these Aliens have sinister motives and the 2 ‘straight forward’ Aliens can potentially know more than ever with the App allowing them to do more additional actions. The Villagers need to work together more than ever to win.

2. The roles now have dynamic actions, with the App telling the players exactly which cards to move or swap. This changes in the App every game:

   Shuffle these number tokens and give one to each player. Set these number tokens face up in clear view of all players. The App will reference a player by using a number. For example, the App may direct the Aliens to view a card from Number 2 or Number 4. The directions of the App change every game and these number tokens allow the directions to be more different.

3. Ripples are special events that sometimes occur in the game:

   A Ripple may happen at the end of the night where anything is possible! A player may be given a special ability or several players may gain or lose abilities. There is even a possibility of a time loop. The App will tell you if there has been a ripple so listen carefully to what the App says as it could change the whole game.

Play the Alien roles by themselves or mix it up with other Werewolf, Daybreak and Vampire cards for some epic battles.